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J. G. A. Pocock, Folger Institute and Johns Hopkins University
‘This brilliantly evocative collection of essays covers the evolution of international
political thought all the way from the seventeenth to the twenty-first centuries. David
Armitage has virtually created a new field of historical and political inquiry. He has also
shown just how important the concerns of the past three centuries have been to the way
we think about international politics today. We are all – historians, political philosophers,
policy-makers, international lawyers – greatly in his debt.’
Anthony R. Pagden, Professor, Department of History, UCLA
‘Wide-ranging, informed by a striking unity of purpose and consistently engaging, this
book gently but firmly unsettles many of the myths – about founding fathers, watershed
events and the gulf between the domestic and international spheres – that have long lain
at the heart of international studies.’
Jennifer Pitts, Associate Professor of Political Science, University of Chicago
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